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1. MAKE FROM ASSY, PW-MEMORY DATA INTERFACE, P/N 216312 REV E.

2. THE FOLLOWING MODIFICATIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR EXTENDED MEMORY APPLICATION:

   1) ADD WIRE FROM PIN 32 TO A43-4
   2) PIN 33 A43-5
   3) A43-1 A21-1
   4) A43-9 A21-9
   5) A43-2 A42-2
   6) A43-7 A42-5
   7) A19-10 A42-1
   8) A42-1 A42-4
   9) A42-3 A59-11
  10) ADD WIRE FROM A42-6 TO A59-8

  16) INSTALL MICROCIRCUIT 74S175 (ITEM 2) IN LOCATION A43.
  17) INSTALL MICROCIRCUIT 7438 (ITEM 3) IN LOCATION A42.

3 RUBBER STAMP "EXTN MEM., ASSY NO. 217115, .12 HIGH, WHITE CHARACTERS."
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